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We all have duty to keep BVU honest 

Stacey Pomrenke will report to Federal Prison Camp, Alderson, tomorrow, a minimum-security prison in 

West Virginia. 

During the day, she’ll wear khaki prison-issued clothing and steel-toed work boots, because she’ll be 

required to work. She’ll spend her nights in a bunk bed in a 5-by-9 feet cinder-block-walled cube in one 

of two 500-inmate dormitories. She’ll be allowed to wander, within the prescribed boundaries — 

Alderson has no barbed-wire — but she won’t be able to leave. 

Tomorrow will be the first day of Pomrenke’s 34-month sentence after conviction on 14 total charges 

ranging over conspiracy to commit tax fraud, making false statements to the IRS, program fraud, 

extortion, conspiracy to commit wire fraud and actual wire fraud. And, while this is Pomrenke’s first 

official day in custody, she’ll wear the label of felon for the rest of her life. 

It’s a long fall from those heady, corrupt days when she was chief financial officer of Bristol Virginia 

Utilities. Perhaps not far enough. We hope she spends her time in a genuine effort to reform what is 

apparently a lifetime of deception. It emerged in the trial that Pomrenke didn’t even have the Virginia 

Tech master’s degree in finance she claimed. She was found guilty of cheating even then in one of her 

courses. 

Pomrenke and eight other BVU executives received sentences ranging between five and 33 months for 

what U.S. District Judge James Jones called a “culture of corruption” at BVU, even as he dismissed the 

notion that Pomrenke wasn’t the chief culprit and handed her — in our opinion — a far too light 

punishment at a relatively cushy jail. Alderson was where Martha Stewart spent five months and 

referred to the institution as “Yale.” 

In Pomrenke’s case, the probation board had recommended 63 to 78 months. 

Let’s take a moment to list the other eight felons who were sent down with Pomrenke after time spent 

at BVU enriching themselves. Their names are worth remembering: David Copeland, former BVU vice 

president of field operations; Robert J. Kelley Jr., former BVU vice president of field operations; Michael 

Clark, former BVU contractor; James Todd Edwards, former BVU contractor; Wes Rosenbalm, former 

CEO of BVU; Paul Hurley, former BVU board chairman; James Clifton, former BVU board chairman and 

Walter Bressler, former BVU general counsel. 

During their time at BVU, they enjoyed skyboxes at stadiums, company SUVs, tickets to NASCAR races, 

college basketball and pro-football games and luxury meals, all while shaking down vendors, evading 

taxes and, in one case, committing perjury. “Meanwhile,” the Roanoke Times reported, “the utility’s 

customers got hit with water, sewer, electric and cable-TV rate increases in a region where the median 

household income is $33,600 and the poverty rate is 22 percent.” 

So many names. So much greed. 

So little common sense. 

Cindy
Highlight



These names and faces and crimes and sentences should adorn the walls of BVU’s board room as an 

admonition for future board members, much as the ancient Roman emperors and generals would be 

accompanied on their victory parades by a slave stationed behind them whispering, “Respice post te, 

mortalem te esse memento” — “Look about you, remember you are only mortal.” 

We don’t know if this anti-hubris would have had any effect on the nine now-felons, but we hope it will 

be heeded by the seven new board members who are now tasked with restoring public trust following 

months of devastating revelations. They need to be reminded, frequently, who it is they serve. They 

need to be reminded that the infection that causes corruption grows where there’s no sunlight to 

disinfect it — in secrecy and behind closed doors. The only fix will be to throw open their meetings and 

account for every decision publicly. 

And we, the public, need to be the ones to demand that transparency and remind BVU that they are 

accountable to us, and that we will not tolerate even a hint of wrongdoing. If we must, we will be the 

ones standing by their shoulders, whispering .... 


